
Topic 1 – Civil Justice System

Definitions

Civil Law: (1) civil law as oppose to criminal law. Private rights asserted against one party. (2) continental system based upon
a code, used in Germany.

Common Law: law made by judges, rather than by statute. Refers to the rules & approach to rules that have derived from
England

Discovery: process by which one side can require the other to provide relevant documents or answer relevant questions &
do so on affirmation.

Ex parte: application is made to the court, without making notice to the other side & makes the application in court. Always
temporary.

Issue proceeding: getting the proceeding register. First step in commencing a proceeding

Master: Junior judge. the masters task is to help get the case ready for court & deal with any interlocutory matters.

Originating motion: is often used where the facts are not in contention & the legal outcome is required to be determined by
the court.

Procedural law: is a mechanism for enforcing rights & duties when they have been transgressed

Prothonatory: registrar of the Supreme Court

Statement of claim (SoC): P provides a statement of all material facts that it will rely upon. Often included with the writ & is
called a specially indorsed writ.

Substantive law: determines people’s rights & duties towards each other

Summons: subsequent document after the writ which requires a party to answer a question. A summons is issued in relation
to interlocutory matters.

Taxing master: review the costs that have been charged by the court

Writ: main way of commencing a proceeding. Once filed or issued, will result in a writ which will provide a general summary
of the case.

Procedural Law vs. Substantiative Law
• Substantive law determines people’s rights & duties towards each other.
• Procedural law provides a mechanism for enforcing those rights & duties where they have been transgressed. The ‘how’

of enforcing rights/duties when transgressed. CIVIL LAW LOOKS AT PROCEDURAL RULES
• Subjection to substantive law is involuntary whereas recourse to procedural law is voluntary.
• Substantive law is self-executing whereas procedural law creates choices or series of choices for parties.
• Each court has its own rules, however this course based on Supreme Court Rules.

Supreme Court
• Single superior court, which is intermediate appeal court & body primarily entrusted with supervision of state & territory

law, state & territory legal institutions & local legal institutions.
• SC possesses general jurisdiction & thereby distinguishable from HC & Fed Court.
• Has unlimited jurisdiction Court has power to regulate its own procedure & may punish summarily for contempt.
• For the Supreme Court to invoke its jurisdiction, the defendant must have fleetingly been in the State at the time the

writ was served.
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Mechanisms of Civil Procedure

Statutory Jurisdiction
• Principles of Civil Procedure mostly embodied in Rules of Court.
• Rules made pursuant to power to create delegated legislation under Supreme Court Act 1986 (Vic).
• The Supreme Court Act amongst other things, establishes the court, its composition, administration & statutory powers
• S85 Constitution Act provides that SC Vic ‘shall be the superior court of Victoria with unlimited jurisdiction’.

o Has been interpreted widely, parliament can extend it
o

Inherent Jurisdiction
• This refers to the SC power to regulate its own procedures & processes so as to prevent abuse.
• Inherent jurisdiction entitles court to issue practice notes & directions.
• In Jago v District Court of NSW (1989) it was held that:

o Subject to limitations placed by statute a court necessarily has power to control its own processes &
proceedings.

o It does so in a number of ways through no more than the grant of an adjournment. This exercise of power is
not restricted to defines & closed categories but may be exercised when the administration of justice
requires it.

• Judicial Powers of the Inherent Jurisdiction provides for:
o Power to deny a litigant a full hearing
o To make orders without listening to the party affected
o To decline to hear an advocate
o To exclude a party or the public from the court room
o To order a party to speak or keep silent
o To require parties to surrender their property before judgment or to submit to a search & seizure.

How do Courts Interpret the Rules of Court?
• Supreme Court (General Civil procedure) Rules 2005 provides the basic guidelines for interpreting rules & powers

Rule 1.14 – Exercise of Power
• Under this provision four bases are listed which guide a court in the determination of issues before it.

1) In Exercising any power under these Rules the Court-
a. Shall endeavour to ensure that all questions in the proceeding are effectively, completely, promptly &

economically determined;
b. May give any direction or impose any term or condition it thinks fit.

2) The Court may exercise any power under these Rules of its own motion or on the application of a party or of any
person who has a sufficient interest.

• NB: Efficiency v Justice is still debated amongst courts, In one case, trial judge refused to allow the D to amend defence, as
it would affect the start date. Here HC found that trial judge had overstepped his discretion.

Rule 1.15 – Procedure wanting or in doubt

1) Where the manner or form of the procedure-
a. for commencing, or for taking any step, in a proceeding; or
b. by which the jurisdiction, power or authority of the Court is exercisableis not prescribed by these Rules or

by or under any Act, or for any other reason there is doubt as to the manner or form of that procedure, the
Court shall determine what procedure is to be adopted & may give directions.

2) An act done in accordance with a determination or direction under paragraph (1) is regular & sufficient.
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3) An application for directions with respect to the commencement of a proceeding shall be made by originating
motion in which no person is named as D & an application for directions with respect to a proceeding already
commenced shall be made by summons.

The Adversial Trial System – “The Traditional Adversary System”
• Parties themselves determine the track of evidence that is presented to the court & thus it is the parties themselves who

‘select’ the issues to be litigated & upon which adjudication is sought.
• Each party is responsible for investigation & gathering of info to be placed before trial court & way to be presented

within format of procedural/evidentiary rules.
• Judge does not play comparatively active “non-interventionist role” & the court makes its decisions based on the

evidence & issues to be presented to it
Court makes decision upon information presented to it, & plays no role in pretrial processes.

• Procedure is designed to concentrate the judicial function into one continuous hearing.
• Evidence at hearing is elicited by parties asking questions in turn, the judge being forbidden to call witnesses or to

examine or cross-examine witnesses other than for purpose of clarification of evidence where it is unclear.
• When rules of court are not complied with, in general no sanction will be imposed on the ‘delinquent’ defaulting party

except at request of other ‘non delinquent’ party.
• See passage by Lord Denning in Jones v National Coal Board.

Eggleston, ‘What is Wrong with the Adversary System?” (1975)

Essential features of adversary system:
• Conduct of litigation up to point of trial is left entirely in hands of the parties.
• Procedure is designed to concentrate the judicial function into one continuous hearing.
• Evidence at trial is elicited by parties asking questions in turn, judge being forbidden to call witnesses or to examine

them other than for purpose of clarifying their evidence where it is unclear.
• Where rules of court are not complied with in general no sanction will be imposed on party in default except at request

of opposite party.

Defects
• D1: Cross-examination allows fraudulent litigant to be exposed… but can also make us disbelieve an honest litigant.
• D2: Feature of adversary system which necessarily leads to inaccuracy & untruth is insistence on one climactic &

continuous trial coupled with rule that statements given by witness to legal adviser or party are privileged from
discovery.

• D3: inexperienced witness – through lack of knowledge of what court is trying to do fails to convey his/her message to
the court.

• D4: party does not call adverse witnesses & if other side does not know about them their testimony will not reach the
tribunal.

• D5: frustration – court insists answers be confined to question asked & refusal to allow witness to tell his story in his own
way.

• D6: Court does not impose sanctions on the parties for their failure to comply with the rules of court unless the other
party asks for this to be done

• D7: Costs of finding the facts

Duty of P to come to court with evidence to prove his case. New trial cannot be ordered simply because fresh evidence has
been found. It is duty of each party to properly investigate their allegation (see Williams v Greeson (1988).

Adversarial & Inquisitorial Models
• Essential features of common law system (ALRC):

o Trial is distinct & separate climax to litigation process.
o Proceedings essentially controlled by parties to dispute & emphasis on presentation of oral argument by

counsel. Role of judiciary is more reactive than proactive.
o Expense/effort of determination of disputes through litigation falls largely on the parties.

• Essential features of civil law system (ALRC):
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o No rigid separation exists b/w stages of trial & pre-trial in court cases Legal proceedings are viewed as
continuous series of meetings, hearings etc.

o Role played by lawyers less conspicuous with emphasis on written submissions rather than oral argument. Role
of judiciary proactive & inquisitive. Less room for parties to direct their own case.

o Rules relating to court-room practice are intended to be minimal & uncomplicated

The Adversarial System in Crisis?
• Delay: combination of high costs & delays in 1980s deterred aggrieved persons from pursing claims thus reducing access

to justice (led to case management).
• Efficiency:

o Zuckerman has argued for simplified procedures. Argues makes sense to trade some quality for speed &
economy in view of expense/delay.

o Leubsdorf critical of this approach.
• A New Balance: r1.14 – ‘shall endeavour to ensure that all questions in the proceedings are effectively, completely,

promptly & economically determined.

Role of the Judge
• Judge assumes passive role, both during pre-trial & during trial, intervening like an umpire only if non-delinquent party

seeks imposition of sanctions. Judge does not intervene in preparation or presentation of case (see Lord Denning in
Jones v National Coal Board (1957) 2 QB at 55.

• Judicial neutrality critical to adversarial model – but at heart of model is methodology about ascertainment of truth.
• Most judges shifted from traditional view to adopt more active ‘managerial stance’.
• Fookes v Slator – court can only decide issues that have been raised by parties themselves.

o P hit a parked truck at night. Truck was unlit. P was injured & sued for damages. D did not file a defence & did
not attend hearing. At the trial, the judge gave the P an award of damages but reduced the damages because
the P was contributory negligent for driving fast & not concentrating.

o P appealed because the issue of contributory negligence hadn’t been put before the court by D.
o P entitled to 100% damages.

Jones v National Coal Board (1957) 2 QB at 55.
• In this case the judge was asking too many questions & intervened excessively.
• The court held that interventions take together were far more than they should have been

o In the system of trial, the judge sits to hear & determine the issues raised by the parties not to conduct an
examination of what was said at large.

• Lord Justice Denning: Important Points:
o Judges objective is to find out the truth & find out what should happen at law – not to conduct an investigation

of examination on behalf of the society at large.
o Justice is best done without the judge taking part in the parties disputations

 “…Judge who intervenes descends into the arena & is likely to have is eyes clouded by the dust of
conflict. Yet, he must keep his vision unclouded. It is all very well to paint justice blind. But she does
better without a bandage around her eyes… the less dust there is, the better.

o Judge is not allowed in a civil dispute to call a witness who he thinks might shed light on the facts.
o It is the parties themselves that decide the issues – the court decides the case merely on the matters brought

before him even if there is an obvious gap in the evidence of either party.

Judicial Case Management – Change in Traditional Adversarial System Where Judges Have More Active Role

Introduction
• To overcome the perceived faults of disadvantages, judges have assumed, in recent times, a greater role in the

supervision of case preparation by the parties.
• Order 1 Rule 14 lays down that the court:

a) Shall endeavour to ensure that all questions in the proceeding are effectively, completely, promptly &
economically determined.

b) May give any direction or impose any term or condition it thinks fit
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• In addition to this the overriding philosophy is that the court must manage litigation to bring cases to an early &
economical disposition.

General Principles of Case Flow Management
• Case Management sachemes are designed to reduce cost & delay. Theya re intended to ensure that all reasonable

avenuses for settlement are explored.
• Courts have a responsibility to prevent the waste of time & public money; E I Du Pont De Nemours & Co v Commissioner

of Patents (1987)
• It should however be noted that the rules are implemented to serve the interests of justice. As such they are not seen to

be inflexible & should not prevent the consideration & evaluation of cases by merits; GSA Industries Pty Ltd v NT Gas Ltd
• ALRC – objectives of case management include: early resolution of disputes; reduction of trial time; more effective use

of judicial resources; establishment of trial standards; monitoring of caseloads; increasing accessibility to courts;
enhanced public accountability…

• ALRC – fundamental elements of successful case flow management system: judicial commitment & leadership; court
consultation with legal profession; court supervision of case progress; use of standards & goals; monitoring info system;
listing for credible dates; strict control of adjournments.

Efficiency vs Justice & the Competing Interests
• Court has to reconcile the tension between efficiency & justice R1.14 in determining interlocutory applications.

Efficiency cannot be given decisive weight.
• The law in this area has been unsettled by a number of cases:

Sali v SPC 1993 - Court gave weight to case management principles
Held
• HC held that in determining whether to grant an adjournment the judge of a busy court is entitled to consider the effect

of an adjournment on court resources & the competing claims by litigants in other cases who are awaiting a hearing as
well as interests of parties themselves

• What might be perceived as an injustice to a party when considered only in the context of an action between the parties,
may not be so when considered in a context which includes the claims of other litigants & the public interest in achieving
the most efficient use of court time & resources.

• In that connection, there have been a number of cases after Sali in which it has been accepted, in the context of
Judicature Act Rules, that the public interest in the efficient use of court resources is a relevant consideration in the
exercise of discretions to amend or adjourn.

QLD v JL Holdings 1997 HC – Interests of justice is more important than principles of case management
Facts
• D wanted to amend defence after court had set out timetable. By amending defence, timetable would be destructed.

Trial judge refused amendment because of case management principles.
Held
• On appeal to HC, HC allowed amendment & whilst HC acknowledged wonders of case management, HC stated that the

interests of justice were paramount. If defence sought to be added was arguable, in the interest of justice, the trial date
had to be vacated.

• As a consequence of this decision the accepted position was that an application to amend would in most cases be
granted, provided that:

o The proposed amendment raised an arguable issue
o Any prejudice suffered by the other party or parties could be adequately compensated by an order for costs

Aon Risk Services v ANU 2009 – Case management principles are more important than justice
Facts
• In December 2004 ANU commenced proceedings against three insurance companies claiming indemnity for its Mt

Stromlo losses.
• Subsequently ANU joined its insurance broker Aon Risk Services Australia (Aon) to the proceeding claiming they had

acted negligently in failing to renew the insurance over certain ANU properties.
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• A four week trial was listed to commence 13 November 2006. The same day ANU & two of the three insurers
commenced mediation which led to the settlement of ANU’s claims

• Three days into the four week trial ANU sought an adjournment on the basis that certain events had transpired &
information received before & during the mediation required them to file for leave to amend its stamen of claim against
Aon.

Issue
• Should the adjournment be granted, & should ANU be able to amend their SOC?

o Trial judge allowed the adjournment & subsequent amendment.
o CA – the court relied on J L Holdings & emphasised that the paramount consideration in determining whether to

permit the amendments was justice as between the parties.
Held by HC
• Case management principles is an important consideration in deciding whether to grant an adjournment.
• Courts are to do "justice", but in deciding the issue as to whether an adjournment is to be granted & thus upset a trial

date, courts not only have to look at the interests of the parties, but also court time & resources.
o Different view to that expressed in Queensland v JL.
o “ ... unless legislation or Court rules otherwise provide, a party does not have anything approaching a right to an

amendment – the permissibility of an amendment is discretionary” (at 3).
• Case management is not an end in itself. Its goal is the creation of just & efficient outcomes for the parties to a particular

case, as well as other litigants & the community at large.

Important points from AON Risk Services v ANU 2009
• The HCA had regard to Rule 21. Rule 21 provides that the overriding purpose of the Rules is to facilitate the real issue in

civil proceedings with a minimum of delay & expense. Taking into account the objects & purposes of the Rules as set out
in Rule 21 matters relevant to the exercise of the discretion include but are not limited to:

a. The extent of the delay & costs associated with it in seeking to make theamendment
b. Prejudice to the opposing party if leave were granted
c. The nature & importance of the amendment to the applicant
d. The point the litigation had reached relative to the trial commencement date
e. Prejudice to other litigants awaiting trial dates
f. The proposing party’s explanation for the delay in applying for the amendment

• QLD v J L Holdings Pty Ltd (1997) suggested only a limited application for case management principles in determining
applications for leave to amend. The HCA held that such statements should not be applied in the future.

• The HCA held that the primary judge & the majority of the Court of Appeal had not sufficient regard for the following
features of ANU’s application for leave to amend:

i. It sought to introduce new & substantial claims which would require Aon to prepare a new defence as if from
the beginning

ii. The application was brought during the time which had been set for trial & would result in the abandonment of
the remaining scheduled weeks of trial

iii. It was unclear that even an order for indemnity costs would overcome the prejudicial effects on Aon
iv. ANU had no offered no explanation for why the case had been allowed to proceed to trial in its existing form

when the basis upon which it was now seeking to amend had been known for at least 12 months.

• The HCA held that a court should also have regard to:
a. The public interest in the proper & efficient use of public resources
b. The effect that undue delay can have on public confidence in the judicial system, &
c. The interests of other litigants – not parties to the proceedings. Here, the abandonment of the trial date would

also have had damaging effects on other litigants whose trial dates would have to be put back.

Summary of AON
Aon v ANU does not necessarily mean that applications to amend claims or defences will no longer meet with success, even
when submitted for at a late stage in the proceedings. However, a party seeking leave to amend pleadings, or seeking an
adjournment, is likely to bear a heavier burden than in the past, as it may no longer be sufficient to rely simply on a costs
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order as adequate compensation. Further it will become more difficult to resist discretionary decisions by trial judges to
refuse such applications. Parties seeking leave to adjourn will have to do so at the earliest opportunity, & where there has
been delay provide a reasonable explanation for the delay.

A stronger case to permit amendments will more likely exist where:
1. They are based on issues which only recently came to light
2. There is a reasonable explanation as to why they did not emerge earlier
3. They do not fundamentally change the nature of the case
4. They can be met relatively easily by the opposing party without substantial delay – particularly adjournment of any

hearing – or excessive cost.

Cement Australia Pty Ltd v ACCC (2010) 273 ALR 147
 Aon Risk is not a one size fits all case.
 As the plurality in Aon Risk observed, statements made in cases concerning amendment of pleadings are best

understood by reference to the circumstances of those cases, even if they are states in terms of general application.
 The facts of this case is distinguished from Aon Risk where the view which prevailed was that the origin of the problem

was a deliberate decision on behalf of the P.

Part 4.2 – Case Management
47 Judicial powers of case management- overreaching purpose and active case management
1) Without limiting any other power of a court, for the purposes of ensuring that a civil proceeding is managed and

conducted in accordance with the overarching purpose, the court may give any direction or make any order it considers
appropriate, including any directions given or orders made—

a. in the interests of the administration of justice; or

b. in the public interest.

2) A direction given or an order made under subsection (1) may include, but is not limited to, imposing any reasonable
limits, restrictions or conditions in respect of—

a. the management and conduct of any aspect of a civil proceeding; or

b. the conduct of any party.

3) Without limiting subsection (1) or (2), a court may actively case manage civil proceedings by—

a. giving directions to ensure that the civil proceeding is conducted promptly and efficiently;
b. identifying at an early stage the issues involved in the civil proceeding, including any issues that have not been

resolved in accordance with any mandatory or voluntary pre-litigation processes;
c. deciding the order in which the issues in dispute in the civil proceeding are to be resolved including—

i. deciding promptly which issues need full investigation and a hearing; and

ii. disposing summarily of other issues;

d. encouraging the parties—

i. to co-operate with each other in the conduct of the civil proceedings;

ii. to settle the whole or part of the civil proceedings;

iii. to use appropriate dispute resolution;

e. controlling the progress of the civil proceeding, including, but not limited to—

i. fixing timetables;

ii. dealing with as many aspects of a civil proceeding as it can on the same occasion;
iii. dealing with the civil proceeding without the parties needing to attend court;
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f. limiting the time for the hearing or any other part of a civil proceeding, including, but not limited to –
i. limiting the number of witnesses at the hearing;

ii. limiting the time for the examination or cross-examination of an witness;
iii. limiting the issues or matters that may be the subject of examination or cross-examination

g. considering whether the likely benefits of taking a particular step in a civil proceeding justify the cost of taking
it.

48 Court’s power to order and direct pre-trial procedures
1) In addition to any other power a court may have, a court may make any order or give any direction it considers

appropriate to further the overarching purpose in relation to pre-trial procedures.
2) Without limiting subsection (1), a court may give any directions or make any orders it considers appropriate with respect

to—

a. the conduct of proceedings;

b. timetables or timelines for any matters to be dealt with, including— (i) the conduct of any hearing; and (ii)

the time within which specified steps in a civil proceeding must be completed;

c. the use of appropriate dispute resolution to assist in the conduct and resolution of all or part of the civil

proceedings;

d. the attendance of parties and legal practitioners at a case management conference with a judicial officer to
consider the most cost effective and efficient means of bringing the civil proceeding to trial and of conducting
the civil proceeding, including giving further directions;

e. defining issues by pleadings or otherwise, including requiring parties or their legal practitioners to exchange
memoranda, or take other steps to clarify questions;

f. the attendance of parties or their practitioners before a judicial officer for a conference for the purposes of—

i. satisfying the judicial officer that all reasonable steps to achieve resolution of the issues in dispute have
been taken; or

ii. otherwise clarifying the real issues in dispute to enable appropriate directions to be given for the
further conduct of the dispute or civil proceeding; or

iii. otherwise shortening the time taken in preparation for the trial and at the trial;
g. any other matter specified in rules of court.

49 Court's power to order and direct trial procedures and conduct of hearing
1) In addition to any other power a court may have, a court may give any direction or make any order it considers

appropriate to further the overarching purpose in relation to the conduct of the hearing in a civil proceeding.
2) A direction or an order under subsection (1) may be given or made by the court at any time

a. before a hearing commences; or

b. during a hearing.

3) Without limiting subsection (1), a court may give any direction or make any order it considers appropriate with respect
to—

a. the order in which evidence is to be given and addresses made;

b. the order in which questions of fact are to be tried;

c. limiting the time to be taken by a trial, including the time a party may take to present the party's case;
d. witnesses, including—

i. limiting the time to be taken in examining, cross-examining or re- examining witnesses;

ii. not allowing cross-examination of particular witnesses;

iii. limiting the number of witnesses that a party may call;
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e. limiting the issues or matters that may be the subject of examination or cross-examination;

f. limiting the length or duration of written and oral submissions;

g. limiting the numbers of documents to be prepared or that a party may tender in evidence;

h. the preparation by the parties of an agreed bundle of documents for use in the proceeding or a schedule

summarising business records or other documents;

i. the place, time and mode of trial;

j. evidence, including, but not limited to whether evidence in chief should be given orally, by affidavit or by

witness statement;

k. costs, including the proportions in which the parties are to bear any costs;

l. any other matter specified in rules of court.

51 Contravention of orders or directions under this Part
If a person to whom a direction has been given or to whom an order made under this Part applies contravenes the direction
or order, the court may do any one or more of the following—

a. dismiss the civil proceeding, whether –
i. generally; or
ii. in relation to a particular cause of action; or

iii. in relation to the whole or part of a particular claim;
b. strike out or limit any claim made by a plaintiff;
c. strike out or limit any defence or part of a defence filed by a defendant, and give judgment accordingly;

d. strike out or amend any document filed by the person, either in whole or in part;

e. disallow or reject any evidence that the person has adduced or seeks to adduce;

f. direct the person to pay the whole or part of the costs of another party or person;

g. make any other order or give any other direction that the court considers appropriate.

52 Court may revoke or vary direction or order A court may revoke or vary any direction or order made by it under this
Part.
A court may revoke or vary any direction or order made by it under this Part.

53 Interaction with other powers of court
1) Nothing in this Part limits any other power a court may have—

a. to take action of the kind referred to in this Part; or

b. to take any other action that the court is empowered to take in relation to a contravention of a direction

given or order made by the court.

2) Nothing in this Part limits—

a. in the case of the Supreme Court, the Court's inherent jurisdiction, implied jurisdiction or statutory
jurisdiction; or

b. in the case of a court other than the Supreme Court, the court's implied jurisdiction or statutory jurisdiction;

or

c. any other powers of a court arising or derived from the common law or under any other Act (including any

Commonwealth Act), rule of court, practice note or practice direction.

The Principles of Open Justice
 Is the coduct of proceedings in public & the principle is that justice must be seen to be done;
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 Open court is where the public has the right of admission & a member of the public has the free access to go into the
court and hear the trial

 CL exceptions
o Supression order: an order that prohibits or restricts the disclosure of information by publication or otherwise.
o Non-publication orders: prohibits and restricts the publication of information.
o Close the court.

 Statutory exceptions
o Family Law proceedings
o Close the court
o Non-publication
o Adoption proceedings
o Terrorist activity proceedings

 The justifications are for the protection & confidentiality of the parties involved
 Rinehart v Welker [2011]: the purpose of the legislation is to permit of the making of a suppression or non-publication

order in circumstances which would not necessarily conform to the exceptions which the common law has recognized to
the principle of open justice


